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Agenda

• Intro to infrastructure as code

• Authoring

• Testing

• Deploying

• Multiaccount/Multiregion

• Maintaining



How often do you go to production?



Code in YAML/JSON 

directly, use SAM or 

macros, translate 

high-level languages 

(CDK), or use sample 

templates

Upload local 

files via the 

browser console,  

from an S3 

bucket, or via 

pipelines

Create stacks or 

use console, CLI, 

or AWS SDK, or 

stack set

instances across 

accounts and 

regions

Create and 

manage 

stacks, stack 

sets, and 

resources

AWS CloudFormation in a nutshell



Infrastructure as code is code

Source
Version control all templates and 

configurations

Build Static analysis and tests

Test Clean environment for integration testing

Promote Deployment to live environments



Start with a pipeline

Region

Cloud

Git push

Templates
AWS 

CodeCommit

AWS

CodePipeline

AWS

CodeBuild

TaskCat AWS

CloudFormation

cfn-lint

cfn-nag Test stack

Change set

Staging

Production
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Picking an editor



Linting your templates

• Plugins for Atom, Visual Studio 

Code, Sublime, VIM

• Process multiple files

• Handles conditions/Fn::If

• SAM local integration

• Available now on GitHub, more 

than 3,000,000 downloads



Adding autocomplete

https://github.com/aws-cloudformation/aws-cloudformation-template-schema

• Works with Visual Studio 

Code/PyCharm

• Autocompletes resource types and 

lists required properties

• Autocompletes nonrequired 

properties as needed

• Links to resource type 

documentation

https://github.com/aws-cloudformation/aws-cloudformation-template-schema


Supercharging your editor

https://hodgkins.io/up-your-cloudformation-game-with-vscode

https://hodgkins.io/up-your-cloudformation-game-with-vscode


Authoring best practices

Parameters

Mappings

Conditions

Outputs

Resources

YAML/JSON

template
• Parameters: Avoids hardcoding of values, can add 

validation to users and improve UX with console 

grouping, labels, and descriptions; keep secrets in 

AWS Systems Manager Parameter Store and AWS 

Secrets Manager

• Mappings: As a case statement, helps maintain a 

set of information for various environments

• Conditions: Simple if/then statements (e.g., “if dev 

do this, if prod do that”)

• Imports and exports

• Use !Sub over !Join

• Leverage SSM parameter store for latest AMI 

instance IDs



Commit your template

Git push

Templates
AWS 

CodeCommit

AWS

CodePipeline

AWS

CodeBuild
AWS

CloudFormation

Region

AWS

CodeDeploy
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Wait, how do you test infrastructure?

As a general rule, we want to be writing less code 

in the serverless world. It’s quite possible to write a 

useful service in AWS using mostly configuration. 

For example, you can build a CRUD API using API 

Gateway and DynamoDB alone—no Lambda 

functions in the middle required.

The more “serverless” you get, the less code you 

can usefully unit test, and the more you have to 

rely on tests of your deployed infrastructure.

— Forrest Brazeal

https://dev.to/trek10inc/ci-cd-aws-and-serverless-5-tips-i-learned-the-hard-way-223p

https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/compute/using-amazon-api-gateway-as-a-proxy-for-dynamodb/


Linting headlessly

• Works completely headlessly

• Runs in a pipeline and prevents promotion if 

linting fails

• Great for pull requests & open-source projects



Testing with TaskCat

• From the AWS QuickStart team

• Open source

• Tests templates by creating stacks in 

multiple AWS regions simultaneously

• Catches problems that aren’t obvious 

in a single template or stack

• Generates a report with a pass/fail 

grade for each region

• Great for AWS CloudFormation 

StackSets

https://github.com/aws-quickstarts/taskcat

https://hodgkins.io/up-your-cloudformation-game-with-vscode
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Change sets



Pipelines

• Automated

• Safe

• Repeatable

• Lock down access to deployed resources
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AWS CloudFormation StackSets

AWS CloudFormation StackSets extends the functionality of stacks by enabling you 

to create, update, or delete stacks across multiple accounts and regions with a 

single operation

• Fine-grained control of instance 

updates

• New: Higher limits by default 

(100 stack sets, 2,000 instances)

• New: Automatically deploy to 

new accounts in an 

organizational unit (OU)

• New: Automatically manage 

trust relationships via OUs



AWS CloudFormation StackSets common use cases

Seeding new accounts with 

critical prerequisite resources 

before the account is used 

Separately set up groups of 

accounts that have similar 

purposes consistently

Controlled rollout of resource 

changes across multiple 

accounts and regions

AWS CloudTrail, AWS Identity and Access 

Management (IAM), AWS Config

Developers/QA/admins

Multiregion production environments



AWS CloudFormation StackSets best practices

• Partially deploy your AWS CloudFormation StackSet updates to reduce blast 

radius; great for sanity testing/releasing incrementally

• Depending on your speed needs, consider setting a higher concurrent account 

limit

• Use parameter overrides to define specific parameters in account–region pairs

• Separate stacks by function and frequency of changes needed
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Stacks by lifecycle

Instances, Auto Scaling groups

API endpoints, functions

Alarms, dashboards

VPCs, NAT gateways, VPNs, subnets

IAM users, groups, roles, policies

Front-end 

resources

Back-end 

services

Stateful 

resources

Base 

network

Identity & 

security

Dev Test Stage Prod

1

2

Break stacks by 

layers and lifecycle

Reuse stacks by 

environments

Monitoring 

resources

Databases and clusters, queues



Refactoring existing stacks

Resource import

Imports/exports



Detecting drift



Remediating drift

ReadCapacity: 15

WriteCapacity: 15

ReadCapacity: 2

WriteCapacity: 2
Import resourceOrphan resource



In summary

• Put all your assets in version control from the start

• Leverage modern editors and plugins

• Optimize your editor for AWS CloudFormation

• Use a pipeline

• Use cfn-lint, both for editing and in the pipeline

• Test on different environments with TaskCat

• Use change sets and pipelines to deploy safely

• Refactor your stacks for reuse (parameters, mappings, and so on)

• Smaller templates are easier to test and maintain, quicker to deploy

• Refactor large stacks with resource import

• Detect & remediate drift

• Consider AWS CloudFormation StackSets for cross-account/cross-
region use cases
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Take free digital training to learn best practices for developing, 
deploying, and maintaining applications

Learn DevOps with AWS Training and Certification
Resources created by the experts at AWS to propel your organization and career forward

Classroom offerings, like DevOps Engineering on AWS, 
feature AWS expert instructors and hands-on activities

Validate expertise with the AWS Certified DevOps Engineer - Professional 
or AWS Certified Developer - Associate exams

Visit aws.amazon.com/training/path-developing/



Thank you!
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Dan Blanco

@thedanblanco

Olivier Munn

olivmunn@amazon.com
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